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ABSTRACT 

 
 India’s environmental problems are gaining global significance because of the rapid-fire and 
aggressive speed of urbanization and lack of structure. Adding urbanization, industrialization, deforestation 
and transportation, the alternate relatives of profitable development put tremendous pressure on natural 
resources and thus there's a pressing need to strike a balance between experimental planning and urgency 
to guard the environment. As a means of tone- preservation, people in India, as in other corridor of the 
world, have been hulling the forest, digging up the land, booby-trapping the mountains and tilling the swell 
and so forth. While they were inflicting serious damages to the ecosystem, the regenerative power of the 
nature, were generally suitable to heal the environmental damage. moment, people are destroying faster 
than nature can replenish, because of our numerical strength of ten million people, and our inextinguishable 
desire of producing further and further effective tools for conquering nature. We in India have been 
contaminating the water and air and demeaning land briskly than nature can purify them. The study sees 
this as ‘new age capitalism’. In short, the maximum sustainable view wants to reduce the rates of the 
reduction and pollution to a point where reduction is as close to the capacity of the environment to 
assimilate it safety. The present study of is both explorative and logical. It's sought to construct, through the 
analysis of primary and secondary data, the history of Environmental Management9 in India and the 
reasons thereby. The documents of government programs would be analysed to find out the loopholes. 
Proper contribution shall be done in the concerned area to corroborate the extent of pollution and its 
protection and management. In depth sample interviews, questionnaire and field study in India itself would 
give primary data on which this whole exploration is grounded. Published workshop by prestigious authors 
shall also be consulted during the exploration. 
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Introduction 

In India, the environmental problems are caused because of under development. Millions of our 
people still continue to live for below the minimum situations needed for a decent human actuality; 
deprived of acceptable food, apparel, sanctum, education, health and sanitation. Poverty and lack of 
druthers are the forces which drive pastoral people in India to the burning of forest, tending of borderline 
lands, the over dependence of on chancing grazing land for cattle, the over contribution of trees for 
energy. We can see the other part of the coin also. Over technological and profitable development leads 
people to live in poor environmental condition. Adding number of vehicles, construction of diligence and 
heads are the causes of environmental declination in country like India. Both civic and pastoral areas in 
India are overwhelmed by large figures of people, who no mistrustfulness are looking for occasion to join 
the process of development. Green revolution has formerly forced large figures of pastoral people to 
resettle to metropolises. In India, we're faced with the size of the population and its uneven distribution; 
poor casing conditions, slums, squatter agreements, inadequate water and sanitation. The man- made 
environment of our metropolises is witnessing violent changes to the extent that authorities feel helpless 
in scuffling with the situation. For a country like India which has to feed one billion people, the loss of 
clod or conversion of agrarian land to non-agrarian purpose are matters of serious concern. This has 
long term counter accusations for sustaining our agrarian productivity. Keeping this in view the Ministry 
of Environment and forest legislated a legislation whose primary end is to conserve the clod, which inter 
alia incorporates a clause on forestallment of disposal of cover ash on land.   
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Environment Management   

Environmental pollution is serious and growing hazard in India. Its impact on human health and 
wellbeing is both direct (inhalation of weakened air or input of polluted water) and circular (loss of soil 
fertility, death of submarine life). The Central Board for the forestallment and control of water pollution 
spearheads the trouble similar as assessment and control of littoral pollution and strengthening the 
National River Water Quality Monitoring. A major program on forestallment of pollution of Ganga was 
planned. It was proposed to induce socio- profitable diligence and department as well as different 
agencies whose systems bump on environmental quality, to establish specialized cells for Environmental 
Assessment. Utmost of the programs for environmental management deal with pre-planning for barring 
or at least minimizing environmental declination. One of the major objects of Eco-development was 
restoration of formerly degraded ecosystem through practical field scheme similar as land recovery, 
afforestation and cleaning of water bodies etc. Planning in a rational way constitutes an essential tool for 
all round development as well as to cover the environment. We can say that a development process 
must be ecologically feasible. Yet on the policy position, Government of India has been fastening 
numerous environmental measures. But what lacks in the planning is a holistic approach and 
collaboration between planning, law and perpetration. After having an overall idea about the planning of 
India we can see that Government had taken several ways for prostrating the environmental problems in 
different five times plans. Though in first, alternate and third five times plans there were less emphasize 
on environmental concern. The sixth plan first drew attention on environmental planning. But lower 
trouble was given to fiscal help to the plan. Coming to the seventh plan it's substantiated that for the first 
time a provision for separate sector and fiscal disbursement was made in the plan. Again, in the ninth 
plan, provision for separate environment sector was substantiated. But in the rearmost plan i.e. the tenth 
plan we could n’t see any separate provision for environment, and it’s intermingled with wisdom and 
technology sector. That's the problem with India’s planning. They aren't maintaining a nonstop plan for 
the environment. It’s veritably important demanded to establish a separate sector for environment and 
ecology, and to inculcate the fiscal resource also Fact is that Environmental Policy in India has reckoned 
only on command-and-control instruments.    

Ecology Safety Moment in India   

Ecology movements have surfaced each over the world in recent times. Their primary purpose is 
to cover nature and to strength people’s collaborative rights to common resources. ‘Environmentalism’ has 
come part of the dominant converse. ‘Development’ has given way to ‘Sustainable Development’ and 
‘growth’ has given way to ‘green growth’. Yet the ruling paradigm about environmental issues continues to 
be poisoned in favour of the North, and the metropolises of the South. This bias creates a number of 
misconceptions about environmental issues in the third world. The third world countries need ‘development’ 
and cannot go the luxury of guarding nature’s ecological results; they’re simply a source of environmental 
problems. After independence, India launched a series of profitable plans for rapid-fire expansion in 
husbandry, assiduity, transport and other structure with a view to increase product and employment, to 
reduce poverty and inequality of inflows and to establish socialistic society grounded on equivalency and 
justice. But because of poor planning and in numerous cases because of careless and ruthless exploitation 
natural resources we've degraded our physical environment. By environment, we mean the whole complex 
of climatic, soil, water and biotic factors on which we all subsist, and on which our entire agrarian and 
artificial development depends. Rapid profitable development is turning India in to a vast wasteland. 
However, there’s veritably possibility that poverty; severance and inequality would continue to persist due to 
destruction of environment, if poverty in pre-independence India was the result of under- application of 
resources. Ecology movements have surfaced each over the world in recent times. Their primary purpose 
is to cover nature and to strength people’s collaborative rights to common resources. ‘Environmentalism’ 
has come part of the dominant converse. ‘Development’ has given way to ‘Sustainable Development’ and 
‘growth’ has given way to ‘green growth’. Yet the ruling paradigm about environmental issues continues to 
be poisoned in favour of the North, and the metropolises of the South. This bias creates a number of 
misconceptions about environmental issues in the third world. The third world countries need ‘development’ 
and cannot go the luxury of guarding nature’s ecological results; they’re simply a source of environmental 
problems. After independence, India launched a series of profitable plans for rapid-fire expansion in 
husbandry, assiduity, transport and other structure with a view to increase product and employment, to 
reduce poverty and inequality of inflows and to establish socialistic society grounded on equivalency and 
justice. But because of poor planning and in numerous cases because of careless and ruthless exploitation 
natural resources we've degraded our physical environment. By environment, we mean the whole complex 
of climatic, soil, water and biotic factors on which we all subsist, and on which our entire agrarian and 
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artificial development depends. Rapid profitable development is turning India in to a vast wasteland. 
However, there's veritably possibility that poverty; severance and inequality would continue to persist due to 
destruction of environment problems in a country are affected by the position of profitable development, 
vacuity of natural resources and life of the population, If poverty in pre-independence India was the result of 
under- application of resources. Poverty presents special problems for a heavily populated country with 
limited resources. We cannot go to go on ignoring environmental issues as it may affect in getting more 
expensive to society, through some problems reaching point of total disaster, claiming a heavy risk of life, 
productivity and quality of life in general. The growing activism of voluntary agencies, an explosion of Public 
Interest Action (PIL) and active interest shown by the courts to requital the situation, all call for a better 
perpetration of being laws as well as new regulations. Civic air quality has deteriorated in all Indian 
metropolises. In particular, air pollution in our metropolitan, metropolises have reached intolerable 
situations. This reflects a combination of vehicular and artificial emigrations. Vehicular pollution is related to 
the failure of public transport to manage with the transportation requirements of the population. The root 
cause of the vehicular pollution is the poor pollution norms of vehicles vended in India and the extremely 
poor pollution norms of aged vehicles on the roads. Indeed, the pastoral population isn't free from the ill 
effects of air pollution.    

Impact of Globalization on the Environment   

Globalization presents a mixed blessing for the environment. It creates profitable openings but 
also gives rise to new problems and pressures. By adding the volume and dwindling the cost of 
information, data, and dispatches, globalization also offers expanded access to knowledge, new 
mechanisms for participation in policymaking, and the pledge of further refined and effective modes of 
governance. Understanding this array of effects – profitable, nonsupervisory, information, and 
pluralization – is essential if one is to make sense of globalization’s impact on the environment.   

• Economic Effects: Environmental impacts of expanded profitable growth and trade can be 
understood in terms of scale, income, fashion, and composition effects. Scale effects relate to 
increased pollution and natural resource reduction due to increased profitable exertion and 
lesser consumption. Income or wealth effects appear when lesser fiscal capacity results in 
lesser investment in environmental protection and new demands for attention to environmental 
quality. With advanced income, we observe two other, affiliated marvels – fashion and 
composition effects. Fashion effects arise from tendencies towards cleaner product processes 
as wealth increases and, as trade intensify, better access to profitable base evolves towards a 
lower pollution ferocious high- tech and services- grounded set of conditioning. The overall 
environmental impact of profitable growth depends on the net impact of these four effects. 
However, fashion, and composition effects overwhelm the negative scale effect of expanded 
profitable exertion, If the income. But in the early stages of industrialization, it may well be that 
environmental conditions deteriorate. 

• Regulatory Effects: A primary thing of trade liberalisation is the reduction of walls to request 
access. Therefore, trade agreements frequently include “disciplines” on how the parties will 
regulate. Some environmental lawyers censure this loss of nonsupervisory sovereignty. Maybe 
more importantly, freer dealer promotes competition. Increased competitive pressure may 
manifest itself in assiduity or governmental efforts to reduce pollution control compliance costs. 
This political dynamic could spark a nonsupervisory ‘race to the bottom’ in which authorities with 
high environmental norms relax their nonsupervisory administrations to avoid burdening their 
diligence with pollution- control costs advanced than those of challengers operating in low-
standard authorities. While there's little substantiation that environmental norms are actually 
declining, the concern isn't literally about a race to the bottom, but rather about a race toward the 
bottom that translates into sour environmental norms, at least in some authorities. Ample 
substantiation exists to support the actuality of a nonsupervisory dynamic in which norms are set 
strategically with an eye on the pollution- control burdens in contending authorities. The outgrowth 
may well be a ‘political drag’ which results in weaker environmental laws than might have else 
been espoused and, maybe more importantly, lax enforcement of being rules or norms.   

• Information Effects: One of the crucial features of globalization is the expansion of 
communication networks across the globe. The adding speed and dwindling cost of 
communication has nearly excluded the traditional conception of distance. The Information Age 
has therefore converted space and time, drawing the world into networks of global 
communication though some corridor is more tightly linked than others. This communication 
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revolution has dramatically increased the intensity of public interdependence, picking a lesser 
sense of transnational community and a foundation of participated values. In turn, the nascent 
sense of a world community provides citizens with a base for demanding that those with whom 
they trade meet certain baseline human norms, including a commitment to environmental 
stewardship. As profitable integration broadens and deepens, and information about one’s 
mates becomes more readily available, what citizen’s feel should be encompassed within the 
set of baseline norms tends to grow. Increased access to data and information on profitable and 
environmental performance allows for faster problem identification, better issue analysis, and 
hastily trend finding.    

Conclusion   

For developing countries like India, managing the environment isn't the only challenge. But the 
more grueling task is to strike the right balance between the demands of development and the 
imperatives of environmental management. It calls for cheering sustainable development, which is a 
development process in harmony with environmental considerations. Sustainable development provides 
a frame for the complete integration of environmental management and experimental strategies and also 
lays down the path for conserving and promoting social and profitable well- being in a popular form. 
Environmental management encompasses environmental planning, protection, monitoring, assessment, 
exploration, education, conservation and sustainable use of resources and is now accepted as a major 
guiding factor for public development in our country. Still, it's to emphasize one point then that 
environmental management isn't the sole responsibility of a single agency of Government and not indeed 
within the exclusive capability of the Government ministry as a whole. These issues of environment 
management cannot be resolved without the wide- spread participation of the people. Thus, Environment 
Education is the single most important factor that can impact and change the station and behaviour of 
human beings. Feting the significance of mindfulness creation, Government of India has been trying to 
reach out to the millions through a National Environment Awareness Campaign (NEAC) every time, 
during the once one and a half- decade. Our academy education system has invested environmental 
generalities in several subjects of studies in a substantial measure. But it feels that the results to these 
complex problems won't come from mindfulness and legal measures alone. Results have to be 
relentlessly sought after by the collaborative churning of our minds.  
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